WHAT WORKS

AICOA's Third Iteration Still
Does Not Address The Bill's
Underlying National Security
Concerns


This revised legislation concedes all of the bill’s problems but solves none of them.
The bill still fails to address the deep concerns raised by senators on both sides of
the aisle during January’s markup. Despite promises to senators to improve the
legislation, it continues to pose a danger to Americans' national security.


Senators voiced their concerns about AICOA and national security in
January:


Senator John Cornyn (R-TX)

"Mr. Chairman, I'm concerned about the potential national security consequences
of this bill. I'm worried that it will harm American business and reward our
adversaries, most notably the People's Republic of China. The last thing that we
should be doing is weakening America's ability to compete in a global economy. I
worry that this bill, by disadvantaging American companies, will basically be a big
gift to the People's Republic of China. It serves our homegrown companies up on a
platter and does nothing to impact the bad conduct of our adversaries." 


Senator Chris Coons (D-DE)

"I have significant concerns to balance about whether this bill achieves the right
balance between the costs and inefficiencies between litigation and compliance and
potentially unintended consequences on the competitiveness globally of our digital
democracy principles on the world stage and whether or not we are achieving
enough progress on combating anti-competitive behavior on the other."


Senator Tom Cotton (R-AR)

"I have concerns with provisions in the bill that could require data sharing between
American companies and bad actors under the control of the Chinese Communist
Party. I don't think that's the intent of the bill or the drafters based on our
conversation but I do think we can improve that language to make it safer for our
companies and citizens."
Does the third draft address any of these concerns?


No. The manager's amendment changes revenue thresholds such that it applies to
private companies with $30B in revenues and 50M U.S. users, publicly traded
companies with revenues of $550B, and to companies with at least 1B worldwide
users. The amendment does little to extend commitments to many Chinese and
Russian tech rivals like Huawei, Baidu, and Yandex, because few such firms
currently meet the 50M U.S. user threshold or the 1B worldwide user threshold.
The amendment thus bypasses current realities and will sweep in other firms
which meet those thresholds. This would dramatically hamstring the U.S. economy,
knee-capping U.S. digital services while giving a pass to foreign rivals and missing
its likely target: foreign digital leaders.


See more here.





